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CHAPTER 8
‘Teaching differently takes a lot of 
planning’: shifting discourses of writing                            
in a communication classroom
Megan Alexander (Cape Peninsula University of 
Technology)

A central tenet of  my teaching philosophy has always been to encourage and 
engage students, however, much of  my teaching practice was directed through 
the traditional lecture. I was the one primarily active in the class while students 
were at the receiving end of  whatever knowledge or information I was hoping to 
impart. 

In this chapter, I describe a reflective enquiry that I embarked on to problematise 
and question this inherent contradiction between my espoused pedagogic 
philosophy and my practice. As part of  this, I describe a small-scale action 
research study which attempted to find clarity and respond to this contradiction 
and, thereby, raise student levels of  participation in my classroom. The intention 
of  this action research was to transform my pedagogic practice in the extended 
curriculum programme (ECP) in which I teach. I subject the findings and 
especially the data collected during the action research activity to deeper critical 
reflection, with a view to raising additional questions that interrogate how aspects 
of  the broader institutional and curriculum contexts might be implicated in my 
classroom practices. While the action research study provided insights about how 
I could change my pedagogy and take more account of  student reactions to my 
teaching, it remained largely silent about my own understandings of  academic 
writing and communication and which conceptualisations and approaches 
were promoted by the curriculum. The additional level of  reflection creates 
an opportunity to bring matters concerning the contexts and the underlying 
conceptualisations of  writing, from both the curriculum and me, into the critical 
review process. 

In this chapter, I rely on Ivanic’s (2004) discourses of  writing to conceptualise 
my pedagogic practices in the communications classes I teach and to suggest 
which academic writing discourses are predominantly adopted in the faculty. I 
see both the action research undertaking and this further reflective interrogation 
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as central elements of  my journey to become a more reflective practitioner. 
Being a reflective practitioner, for me, means becoming an ECP lecturer able to 
continually subject my teaching practice to critical review and to consider how 
changes to my practice might impact my students’ learning experiences. 

Teaching communications in the ECP setting at CPUT
I have been teaching communications in the Faculty of  Business and 
Management Sciences at the Cape Peninsula University of  Technology 
(CPUT) for the past three years. All communications lecturers are affiliated 
to a ‘Communication Cluster’ headed by the Faculty Language Coordinator. 
Additionally, the organisational arrangements for ECPs in the faculty means that 
I am responsible for teaching the Communication 1 course to ECP students in 
three different qualifications. Therefore, I also must report to individual Heads 
of  Department. The curriculum model used in all diplomas that have an ECP 
pathway in the faculty, is that of  the extended model. Thus, students spend 
two years completing the normal first year subjects of  their respective diploma 
qualifications. All students typically complete the Communication 1 course in the 
first year of  their ECP. 

While the extended curriculum model from the Department of  Higher 
Education and Training (DHET 2012) prescribes that ECP students should 
be taught and assessed separately from their mainstream counterparts, in 
practice this does not always happen. All ECP communications lecturers in my 
faculty use the same curriculum guidelines and syllabus, irrespective of  their 
host qualification, and these, for the most part, simply mirror the mainstream 
communications syllabi. The main aim of  the Communication 1 course, as outlined 
in the subject guide distributed to students, focuses on ‘effective communication 
skills’ which are in turn regarded as important for success in both the ‘academic 
environment of  higher education and future workplaces’ (see Figure 8.1). The 
subject guide provides an explicit signal to students that learning or developing 
these skills ‘requires a great deal of  individual practice and group interaction’. 
The assumption is that much of  this practice will happen in the classroom and 
that students will undertake the ‘practice’, thus suggesting an active classroom 
role for students. 

Figure 8.1 Extract on ECP Communication 1 from the 2018 Subject Guide

The development of  effective communication skills is a key contributor to our students’ 
success in the academic environment of  higher education and future workplaces, 
as employees will interact with colleagues, managers, clients and customers. These 
communication skills are, however, embedded in theory; therefore, our students are 
not only trained in vital communication skills, but also thoroughly guided through 
the theoretical understanding of  these respective skills. Developing communication 
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skills requires a great deal of  individual practice and group interaction. Hence, class 
attendance is compulsory. Also, marks will be awarded for classwork, orals and written 
assignments in addition to formal tests and exams.

Source: CPUT, Faculty of  Business. Subject Guide: Communication 1. 2018: 3

When the content topics of  the Communication 1 syllabus are considered, the 
communication skills given priority focus primarily on a checklist of  written and 
oral activities such as ‘report writing’ and ‘presentations’ and providing students 
with information about how to discern different types of  either oral or written 
communication (see Table 8.1). Each of  these topics is generally assigned two 
weeks of  classroom time. The syllabus and the subject guide do not discuss how 
students will be learning these skills or the extent of  the practice opportunities 
created for them within the classroom.

Table 8.1 Extract from the Communication 1 syllabus

SEMESTER 2: TERM 3

ACADEMIC 
WEEK NO.

DATE TOPIC

1 16–20 July ACADEMIC WRITING 2
Report writing
Purpose, short report and long report
Types of  business reports (investigation, 
accident, feedback, research)

2 23–27 July Focus Research report
Components of  a research report
(title page, abstract, contents page, 
introduction, literature review, methodology, 
findings, conclusion)

3 30 July–03 Aug Design a questionnaire
Research report assignment brief
Oral presentation brief

4 06–10 Aug LISTENING
Definition, Types of  listening, How to 
improve listening skills, Barriers to listening

5 13–17 Aug ORAL COMMUNICATION
Presentation types, Presentation process
Key elements, Visual Aids
Assignments

6 20–24 Aug ORAL PRESENTATIONS

7 27–31 Aug ORAL PRESENTATIONS

03–07 Sep HOLIDAY WEEK
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My students
Gee’s (1996) concepts of  ‘Discourse’ and ‘primary and secondary Discourses’ are 
helpful in explaining the linguistic and other social and cultural norms and values 
my students bring to their studies. Gee (1996) uses a capital ‘D’ for ‘Discourse’ 
and describes it as ‘…ways of  being in the world’. This suggests that more than 
language is essential for making sense of, or communicating in, different social 
environments. The upper case ‘D’ helps to distinguish Gee’s reconceptualised, 
more inclusive understanding from the narrow linguistic view of  ‘discourse’ 
signalled through the use of  a lower case ‘d’. 

For many of  my students, their primary Discourse has included isiXhosa as their 
home language. Their secondary Discourses, such as those in their primary and 
secondary schooling, would largely have been acquired through isiXhosa. My 
students typically come to university directly from high school. Many of  these high 
schools are located in black townships and are poorly resourced. The dominant 
modes of  learning in these schools tend to assign passive roles to students, with 
the teacher fulfilling a central role in the transmission of  knowledge. In addition, 
many students come from the Eastern Cape and have to adjust to living in 
residence or in the local townships on the outskirts of  Cape Town, frequently 
without their normal familial support structures. Many are ‘first generation 
university students’ who have generally had little exposure to the norms, values 
and cultures of  a university or what it means to study and learn at a university.

Using writing to increase classroom participation: an action 
research project
Action research is a methodology used to investigate an identified area of  
concern in one’s classroom through a series of  different phases of  activities 
in repeated cycles. Through critical reflection, one can identify and implement 
changes to improve one’s pedagogical practice. I adopted Kurt Lewin’s model 
of  action research (in Mertler 2014) for my project with its clearly-defined 
stages which allowed me to thoroughly plan the four phases of  planning, acting, 
observing and reflecting. 

The main problem the project attempted to address was how I could adjust 
my pedagogy to respond more appropriately to what I initially perceived as a 
problem of  student inactivity and low participation in the classroom. My action 
research project comprised two cycles of  the four phases. Cycle 1 lasted four 
weeks and involved 15 classroom sessions, while the duration of  Cycle 2 was 
three weeks with 12 lessons. In teaching across the three departments, my general 
observation was that my students did not participate in any oral or spoken 
activities. However, they appeared more enthusiastic to undertake and complete 
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written-based classroom activities. I was keen to see more balanced participation 
across spoken and written activities and wondered if  written activities could be 
used as a springboard for increasing students’ oral participation. I aimed to test 
the impact on levels of  participation when spoken activities were introduced 
alongside written tasks. I also wanted to create additional oral feedback 
opportunities and therefore introduced structured paired or group ‘reporting-
back’ tasks. 

Starting off  Cycle 1, I wished to expand my understanding of  student 
participation generally and whether using these two modes of  communication 
would increase levels of  activity. Part of  this investigation included discussions 
with other ECP colleagues and exploring the topic with students in class. It also 
involved a brief  review of  the literature on defining and understanding student 
participation in the classroom (Fassinger 2000; Dancer & Koumvounias 2005) 
and how to integrate writing and active learning in the classroom (Bean 2011). 
During this cycle, my main focus was on finding new pedagogic tools that could 
be incorporated into my teaching strategy. A key shift was the increased inclusion 
of  various written activities. I also started to compile my observations about 
the implementation of  my new teaching ‘try-outs’ in a reflection journal (see 
extracts in Figures 8.2 and 8.3 below). My observations focused on recording my 
new teaching strategy, reflections on my pedagogy, students’ comments during 
paired or group discussions and the levels of  students’ oral participation. I 
planned lessons incorporating short written activities, where students were asked 
to respond in writing to two or three questions that I posed about the topic 
we were discussing in the lesson. These written responses had to be completed 
individually before they could be shared with a with a partner, and then with a 
small group or during a larger plenary session with the class. 

When I began Cycle 2 of  the project, it became obvious that my teaching 
practices were changing. I was more aware that I was ‘reflecting-in-action’ (Schön 
1983), thus paying closer attention to what I was doing during a lesson and also 
responding more immediately to student cues, which prompted me to change 
track or adjust what I was doing. For example, during one lesson, I found myself  
explaining the structure of  a paragraph in too much detail and thought about 
what I should do in the next lesson. Additionally, my ‘reflection-on-action’ 
(Schön 1983) was becoming more detailed and thorough. During exploratory 
discussions with colleagues, the issue of  the importance of  written activities to 
enable students to share their writing practices and processes of  meaning-making 
(Lea & Street 1998) consistently emerged and my literature reviews focused more 
on this specific area of  student writing development. To change my teaching 
practice during this cycle, I began to incorporate extended written tasks instead 
of  the shorter activities introduced in Cycle 1. Students were tasked with writing 
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paragraphs, which again were always accompanied by a small group or whole 
class discussion. Another inclusion was that students were expected to undertake 
short written tasks throughout a specific lesson, rather than simply at the end of  
it. Often, I would provide formative feedback on these short pieces of  writing. 
This was another adjustment from my previous practice that typically saw me 
only offer feedback on larger more substantial writing, usually in preparation 
for summative assessment tasks. I also included a written reflective task where 
students were asked to respond to the topic ‘A reflection on my participation 
in the classroom’. I was hoping this would provide valuable student insight 
and commentary on my teaching practice and whether or not my intentions of  
increasing their oral participation levels in class were being met. 

Critical reflection on my understanding of academic writing: 
journal entries and student feedback
I wrote the following journal entry after I introduced short written activities in 
my class during Cycle 1. This was my first attempt to teach differently. I started 
moving away from the syllabus by introducing more activities and creating 
opportunities for students to do more in my class.

Figure 8.2 Extract 1 from author’s reflection journal

07 August 2017, ECP Public Management Group

Teaching differently takes a lot of  planning!!! It is much easier to just teach the 
knowledge and skills outlined in the communications curriculum. Teaching differently is 
also making me think about how do I approach marking? It’s become clear that maybe 
I need to move away from spelling/ grammar/ punctuation…but this is what I’ve 
been doing for many years, and this is what I know how to do best. But a skills-based 
approach to teaching is not what I think makes effective teaching. I really want to focus 
on what students know and bring and move towards meaning and understanding for 
students and not just on content, writing and reading skills and grammar/ spelling/ 
punctuation. 

Source: Alexander M, 2017. Journal entry (unpublished)

REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION: Recognising my past and 
present practices
This extract from my journal raises a number of  concerns for me, 
such as, which discourses of  writing and approaches to the teaching 
of  communications I am promoting and how I am teaching it. The 
most striking acknowledgement is that any shift away from the 
standardised curriculum and syllabus creates a sense of  disruption 
as I start to weigh the cost-benefits of  embarking on new pedagogic 
strategies. I lament the extra ‘planning’ required and how ‘it is much 
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easier’ to adhere to the prescripts of  the curriculum. I appear to be in 
a transitional space where I recognise my current and past practices 
and what ‘I’ve been doing for many years’ but also start to question 
the value and relevance of  these ‘established’ practices, especially 
against the underpinning values of  the new pedagogic strategies 
which are taking me in a different direction. It appears that I am 
‘speaking’ against the values and prescription of  the curriculum. The 
curriculum and its ‘approach [to]marking’ appear to value ‘spelling/ 
grammar/ punctuation’ and the reproduction of  the academic 
components of  writing, while I appear to want to focus more on 
‘what students know and bring’ and to integrate ‘meaning and 
understanding’ into the classroom activities.

The following extract is taken from my journal after I introduced paragraph 
writing in Cycle 2. My second attempt to do things differently focused on 
creating multiple opportunities for students to contribute what they knew and 
what they had learnt.

Figure 8.3 Extract 2 from author’s reflection journal

30 August 2017, ECP Public Management Group

Switching from short written activities to paragraph writing requires even more 
planning!!! My decision to take in the students’ paragraphs and provide meaningful 
comments forced me to acknowledge what they already know and are contributing. I 
AM planning more but my ‘teaching’ is less. I am thinking more about how to balance 
the traditional lecture style with an active teaching approach. I wonder if  it’s possible to 
change the curriculum? How? How can CPUT support me in this endeavour to tailor 
a curriculum more suited to students’ needs? Some of  the comments students made in 
their final reflective paragraph:

- Lecturers can encourage us by giving clear feedback when going for consultation, 
not just saying, ‘this is not the right way’. 

- They can even start treating the students like teammates because we can achieve a 
lot together

- Make sure they accommodate all learners in class by treating them equally and not 
judging them. 

Source: Alexander M, 2017. Journal entry (unpublished)

This extract from my journal highlights my concerns around seeing the students 
as active agents in their learning. It also shows my determination to change my 
teaching practice, while highlighting some of  the implications, especially given how 
tied I am to the standardised curricula and assessment practices in the faculty. 
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The second cycle has shown how continual ‘planning’ will have to become a 
normal part of  my teaching practice. I do wonder if  my ‘previous’ teaching 
did not include any planning. However, this focus on ‘planning’, although not 
unpacked in any detail, might indirectly be pointing to a realignment of  what I 
need to do before I can step into a classroom where I take on a different role and 
my students are more active. Including the formative paragraph writing activity gave 
me an opportunity to properly acknowledge that my students ‘already know [things] 
and are contributing’. I do not think that previously I would have readily seen or 
acknowledged what and how my students contributed to my lessons. My previous 
feedback practices always focused on pointing out errors and ensuring that students 
would not make the same mistakes again. I also introduced a short reflective activity 
and asked students to comment on their experiences of  my classroom. 

The students’ comments show that they are very aware of  the behaviour and 
actions of  their lecturers. In many ways, they are also clear about the kind of  
‘teaching’ they find valuable for their learning, for example, by pointing out that 
lecturers need to provide some detail in their feedback rather than simply saying 
‘this is not the right way’. This resonates with my insight above about having 
focused almost exclusively on correcting student ‘mistakes’. In reality, how 
valuable is such attention on correcting surface level writing mistakes for students 
learning a new Discourse in the broader sense proposed by Gee (1996)? Also, 
how does a focus on correcting surface ‘mistakes’ detract from my role in helping 
them to become familiar with this new Discourse? The comments I make about 
the relationship between my teaching practices, my attempts to change these 
practices and the existing subject curriculum are significant. They point to how I 
cannot divorce myself  from broader practices and Discourses located outside of  
my classroom. Although I do not explain in detail how I think my new teaching 
approaches might differ from the ones prescribed by the faculty curriculum, my 
comments suggest there is a difference. The broader curriculum does not appear 
to encourage or support the lecturer in redefining her role as ‘facilitator’ rather 
than ‘transmitter’ of  knowledge, nor does it fully acknowledge that students might 
bring useful resources to the classroom and have clear ideas about what kinds of  
roles lecturers should play to support their learning.

Concluding reflective insights
My attempt to transform my pedagogy initially stemmed from my desire to 
increase student participation in my classroom. Through reflective practice, I 
was able to critically examine my teaching practice and meaningfully think about 
and plan changes that could impact my students’ learning. My new teaching 
approach tried to address my concerns about student writing within CPUT 
where the dominant approach is a ‘skills discourse of  writing’ characterised by 
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the correct usage of  spelling, punctuation and grammar rules (Ivanic 2004). Lea 
and Street (1998) furthermore describe this as a ‘skills’ approach that encourages 
the ‘correct usage and adherence’ to the formal features of  academic writing. 
While universities of  technology can be lauded for ensuring the link between 
the university curriculum and the workplace, the skills discourse approach 
adopted by the institution comes at the expense of  the student. Writing skills and 
speaking skills are taught separately and assessment is undertaken according to 
how accurately these activities are reproduced (Ivanic 2004). 

Our ECP students are problematised as failing in writing and reading as they 
are seen to not conform to the dominant discourses at CPUT, but no mediation 
or transformative practices are offered. This misalignment created tension in 
my teaching practice and my view on engaging students as active agents in 
their learning. With the recognition that students brought their own Discourses 
into my classroom, I sought to change my teaching approach through action 
research. Although the action research project allowed me to adjust my teaching 
to increase student participation in class, it was only through critical reflection 
on the process and the data in my journal entries that I developed a keen sense 
of  the Discourses I was using. While I did contribute to a skills discourse of  
writing, I also included elements of  ‘process discourse’ where I focused on 
teaching students the thinking and practical processes of  creating texts (Ivanic 
2004). Since my view of  writing values participation, support and collaboration, 
and forms of  social practice other than language, I realise I am shifting towards 
a social practices discourse of  writing (Ivanic 2004). This is significant for me 
because I now recognise and acknowledge the Discourses my students bring 
along with them as part of  the teaching and learning process in my classrooms. 
This awareness allows me to continually reflect on my practice, redefine my role 
as a facilitator, rather than a transmitter of  knowledge, and create spaces in my 
classroom that encourage active student participation.
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